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Principal’s Desk     

Dear Grade X & XII students,

I would like to extend my best wishes to all the
students who are appearing for the first term board examinations this 
year. I have no doubt that you all are very hard working and talented 
and I am very confident that your determination and talent will help 
you achieve success in your examination. My dear students, an exam is 
not only a test of your academic knowledge, it is a test of your 
calmness, stability and positive attitude. Stay focused ,do your best, 
believe in yourself, keep a positive attitude, give it your best and 
success shall be yours, All you need to do is keep on trying with 
confidence and dedication. At the same time, I would also like to urge 
every student to not only study hard during the exam period, but also 
to look after yourself. I would like to reiterate here the beginning quote: 
that belief in yourself my dear students and give in your best efforts 
and you will certainly be succeeded. I wish and pray that you give your 
best and achieve new heights in your life. I also extend my lovely wishes 
to all the students of Pre Primary to Secondary , We observed that you 
all enjoyed the offline schooling when it started and eager again back to 
school, So dear students after the term 1 board exams will see you all 
.Till then concentrate and be regular in your online classes. Participate 
in the online classes by asking questions and getting your doubts clear 
with your respective teachers.

Best Wishes

Mrs Ishwari K Sharma
Principal cum AC Cluster Head.



Journey of leadership

“Leaders encourage strategic thinking, 

innovation and action”

It is a great and proud moment for JVMites

that Mrs.Ishwari K Sharma, Principal , Jindal

Vidya Mandir, Vidyanagar is appointed as

City Co-Ordinator for all CBSE schools of

Ballari District. The responsibility is to provide

support and assistance to CBSE schools during

Examination, Evaluation and various other

activities of the Bellary region for the session

2021-22

CBSE had decided to conduct Board Exam for

Term I for the students of Class X and Class

XII. Jindal Vidya Mandir is selected as centre of

Examination for about 350 students (including

105 students of Sri Sailesha School) to appear

for classs X Board Examination from JVM

Vidyanagar campus.

All the Best!



“Give me 100 energetic young men and I shall

transform India” – Swami Vivekananda

All the stakeholders and beneficiaries join hands to appreciate

the leadership, planning, communication and co-operation of

Students Council Body of Jindal Vidya Mandir in organizing

JVM Fest, within a very short duration. This was a great

opportunity, in which they proved themselves and brought a

cheerful smile on the face of everyone. Their enthusiasm and

systemic execution made the event successful and memorable

for all of us. The contribution and support of NCC Cadets and

Volunteers is worth mentioning here and has been duly

felicitated.

Cheers to the Efforts

Evident is the strength of Students 'power !  

Hats off!!



From Editorial Board. 

"Culture opens the senses of beauty“

In this 14th Edition of the The Communique, for the Festive

month of November, let us celebrate the diversity of India. Jindal

Vidya Mandir, strives to aim high and tries to represent the

communities under its umbrella. From the first day of November

to the Last, there have been no shortage of events that we haven't

covered in The Communique. It is our privilege to present you the

wonders of JVM and showcase the collective efforts of the

Student Council and JVMites across all the classes and categories.

We are not short of talent and dedication, and in order for us to

cherish these qualities, let us celebrate. Celebrate the Past, Present

and Future – efforts of the past, struggles in the present to reach

greater heights in the future..

It is an honour for the us to be given such an honorable task. We

at The Communique only wish great success and laurels to all

those that struggle. For their efforts will surely be recognised. We

ourselves will continue to struggle and bring out editions better

than the last.

I also take this opportunity to convey my best wishes to all my

friends for the ongoing board exams.

Happy Reading.... Regards

Madhur Narayan, XII D



Loads of Love

Wonderful Wishes &

Hearts filled with Congrats

as Mrs. Ambili Nair stepped into a new position of 

Headmistress, JVM Campus-II. Team JVM is delighted to

have her in the new roles. 

Knowing you, we are sure you’ll shine as a sparkling star. 

Thousands of Thanks 

for kind approach and thoughtful teaching

Hearty Congratulations to Mrs. Ambili Nair.



Re –opening of School

Student life is golden life.

Student life is incomplete without school.

The most awaited event for students was re-opening of

school. Offline school re opened on 16.11.2021 for

classes I to V in Campus II and classes I & II in

campus I.

All due care regarding safety by ensuring proper

sanitization, welcoming the students through various

activities and special assembly by teachers, adhering to

their needs etc was taken.



The children

enjoyed being in

school, excited

to see their

friends, school,

and teachers

after a long

time.

Click on the below YouTube link to view :

https://youtu.be/AuLabvkTpy4

https://youtu.be/AuLabvkTpy4


Theme for the Month: November

“Reimagine a better future for every child”



KANAKADASA JAYANTHI 

“ ಸಂತಶ್ರ ೇಷ್ಠ ಕವಿ ಕನಕದಾಸರ

ಜಯಂತಿಯಹಾರ್ದಿಕಶುಭಾಶಯಗಳು..“

(Santa shrestha kavi Kanakadasara jayantiya hardhika 

shubhashayagalu)

The day is celebrated as a commemoration to the great poet,

saint, philosopher, composer and musician. We celebrated the

birth anniversary of Kanakadas with floral tribute, articles and

songs composed by this great personality.

Kanakadasa Jayanthi is celebrated every year on the 18th day

of Kartik. Shri Kanaka Dasa was a warrior by profession, in the

early days of his carrier. Later when he was injured, he felt he

could continue to fight, with his literary works. This was how

his life transformed into a legendary, as early as 1509.

Kanakadasa Jayanthi is a festival celebrated by people of

Karnataka and Kuruba community, in particular in Karnataka.

All the government offices, schools and colleges around the state

celebrate the birth anniversary of Shri Kanaka Dasa as a tribute

to one of the great social reformers of Karnataka.



PICTURE GALLERY





ಜಿಂದಲ್ವಿದಾಾ ಮಂರ್ದರ, 

ವಿದಾಾ ನಗರ
“೬೬ನೇಕರ್ನಿಟಕರಾಜ್ಾ ೇತಸ ವಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮದವರರ್ದ”

೧೩ನೇನವಿಂಬರ್ಮುಸಂಜೆಯಬಣ್ಣ ದ ಬೆಳಕಿನಲಿ್ಲ ನಮಮ ಶಾಲೆಯಆವರಣ್ವು

ಬಣ್ಣ ಬಣ್ಣ ದ ತಳಿರು ತೇರಣ್ಗಳಿಿಂದ ಅಲಂಕಾರಗಿಂಡು ಅತಾ ಿಂತ ಸಡಗರ

ಸಂಭ್ರ ಮರ್ದಿಂದ ಕನನ ಡರಾಜ್ಾ ೇತಸ ವದ ಸಡಗರಕೆ್ಕ ಸಾಕಿಿಯಾಯಿತು.
ಕನನ ಡ ರಾಜ್ಾ ೇತಸ ವ ಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮಕೆ್ಕ ಮುಖ್ಾ ಅತಿಥಿಯಾಗಿ ಶ್ರ ೇಯುತ ನಿಷ್ಠಠ

ರುದರ ಪ್ಪ ಬಳ್ಳಾ ರಿ ಜಲಿ್ಲ ಕನನ ಡ ಸಾಹಿತಾ ಪ್ರಿಷ್ತ್, ಜಲಿ್ಲಧ್ಾ ಕ್ಷರು ಇವರು

ಆಗಮಿಸಿದದ ರು. ಮುಖ್ಾ ಅತಿಥಿಗಳನ್ನನ ಸಕಲ ಗೌರವಗಳಿಂರ್ದಗೆ ನಮಮ ಶಾಲೆಯ
ವಿದಾಾ ಥಿಿನಿಯಾದಕುಮಾರಿಚಿನಮ ಯಿಸಾಾ ಗತವನ್ನನ ಕೇರಿದರು.
ಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮದ ಮೊದಲ್ಲಗೆ ಮುಖ್ಾ ಅತಿಥಿಯವರಾದ ನಿಷ್ಠಠ ರುದರ ಪ್ಪ ನವರು

ತಾಯಿ ಭುವನೇಶಾ ರಿ ದೇವಿಗೆ ಪುಷ್ಪಪ ರ್ಿನೆಯನ್ನನ ಮಾಡಿ ಜ್ಾ ೇತಿ ಬೆಳಗಿಸುವ

ಮೂಲಕಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮವನ್ನನ ಉದಾಾ ಟಿಸಿದರು.
ನಮಮ ಶಾಲೆಯ ೧೧ನೇತರಗತಿ ವಿದಾಾ ಥಿಿನಿನೇಹಮುಖ್ಾ ಅತಿಥಿ ಶ್ರ ೇಯುತನಿಷ್ಠಠ

ರುದರ ಪ್ಪ ರವರನ್ನನ ಸಭೆಗೆ ಪ್ರಿರ್ಯಿಸುತಾಾ ಅವರಿಗೆ ಪುಷ್ಪ ಗುರಿ್ ನಿೇಡಿ

ಮತಾ ಮ್ಮಮ ಸಾಾ ಗತಿಸಿದರು. ನಂತರ ಪ್ರ ಿಂಶುಪ್ಲರಾದ ಶ್ರ ೇಮತಿ ಈಶಾ ರಿ ಶಮಿ
ಹಾಗೂ ಶ್ರ ೇಮತಿ ನಿಶಾ ಟಿ ಸುಬರ ಮಣ್ಾ ರವರು ಮತುಾ ನಮಮ ಶಾಲೆಯ

ಸೂಪ್ರಿಿಂಟಿಂಡಿಂಟ್ ಆದ ಶ್ರ ೇಯುತ ಶ್ರ ೇನಿವಾಸನ್ ರವರು ಹಾಗೂ ಕನನ ಡ

ವಿಭಾಗದಮುಖ್ಾ ಸಥ ರಾದ ಮಲಿ್ಲಕಾರ್ಜಿನ ಸರ್ ರವರುಮುಖ್ಾ ಅತಿಥಿಯವರಾದ

ನಿಷ್ಠಠ ರುದರ ಪ್ಪ ಬಳ್ಳಾ ರಿ ಜಲಿ್ಲ ಕನನ ಡ ಸಾಹಿತಾ ಪ್ರಿಷ್ತ್, ಜಲಿ್ಲಧ್ಾ ಕ್ಷರು ರವರಿಗೆ
ಸರ್ನಮ ನಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮವನ್ನನ ನೆರವೇರಿಸಿದರು.



ಸರ್ನಮ ನ ಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮದ ನಂತರ ಶಾಲ್ಲ ಮಕೆಳಿಿಂದ ಸಾಾ ಗತ ನೃತಾ ವನ್ನನ

ಏಪ್ಿಡಿಸಲ್ಲಗಿತುಾ . ನಂತರ ಶಾಲ್ಲ ವಿದಾಾ ಥಿಿನಿ ಕಿೇತಿರ್ನ ತನನ ಭಾಷ್ಣ್ದಲಿ್ಲ

ಕನನ ಡ ರ್ನಡಿನ ಹಿರಿಮ್ಮಯನ್ನನ ಪ್ರ ಸುಾ ತಪ್ಡಿಸಿದರು. ಹಿೇಗೆ ಸಾಿಂಸೆ ೃತಿಕ

ಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮ ಮುಿಂದುವರೆಯುತಾಾ ಕನನ ಡ ಕವಿಗಳಂತೆ, ಸಾಧ್ಕರಂತೆ, ವಿೇರ
ವನಿತೆಯರಂತೆ ವೇಷ್ಭೂಷ್ಣ್ಗಳನ್ನನ ಧ್ರಿಸಿದ ಮಕೆಳು ವೇರ್ದಕ್ಕಯನ್ನನ

ಅಲಂಕರಿಸಿ ಉತಾ ಮ ಪ್ರ ದಶಿನ ನಿೇಡಿದರು. ನಂತರ ನಮಮ ಶಾಲೆಯ ಗಾನ

ಕೇಗಿಲೆಗಳು ಕ್ಕ.ಎಸ್. ನಿಸಾರ್ ಅಹಮದ್ ರವರ ವಿರಚಿತ “ನಿತಾ ೇತಸ ವ”ಹಾಡಿಗೆ
ದನಿಯಾದರು. ಲೆಜಮ್ಹಿಡಿದು ಹುಟಿಿ ದರೆ ಕನನ ಡರ್ನಡಿನಲಿ್ಲ ಹುಟಿೇಕಕು ಎಿಂಬ

ಗಾನಕೆ್ಕ ನೃತಾ ಮಾಡಿದುದ ಅದುು ತವಾಗಿತುಾ . ಹಲಗಲ್ಲ ೇಕಡರ ರ್ನಟಕಂತತು
ಕಣ್ಣಣ ಗೆ ಹಬಬ ವನ್ನನ ತಂರ್ದತುಾ .ನಂತರಕಂಸಾಳೆನೃತಾ ವು ಮನಮೊೇಹಕವಾಗಿತುಾ .
ಕರಾವಳಿ ಕರ್ನಿಟಕದ ಸೊಗಡಿನ ಹುಲ್ಲಕುಣ್ಣತಂತತು ನೇಡುಗರನ್ನನ ನಿಿಂತಲಿೆ

ಕುಣ್ಣಯುಂತತೆ ಮಾಡಿತುಾ . ಅದರ ಹಿಿಂದೆಯೆ ಡೊಳುಾ ಕುಣ್ಣತ ಮಾಡುತಾ ಬಂದ

ಮಕೆಳ ವೇಶ ಭೂಷ್ಣ್, ಡೊಳಿಾ ನ ರ್ನದ ಎಲಿರ ಮನಸಿಸ ಗೆ ಮುದ ನಿೇಡುತಿಾ ತುಾ .
ಕರ್ನಿಟಕದ ಹೆಮ್ಮಮ ಯ ನೃತಾ ಯಕ್ಷಗಾನ ನೃತಾ ವು ವೇರ್ದಕ್ಕಯ ಸೊಗಸನ್ನನ

ಹೆಚಿಿ ಸಿತುಾ . ನಂತರ ರ್ದ|| ಪುನಿೇತ್ ರಾಜ್ ಕುಮಾರರ ಹಾಡಿಗೆ ನೃತಾ ದ ಮೂಲಕ

ಗೌರವಸೂಚಿಸಿದರು. ನಮಮ ಶಾಲ್ಲಮಕೆಳು ಕರ್ನಿಟಕದ ಹಿರಿಮ್ಮಯನ್ನನ ಸಾರಿದ

ಹಾಡಿಗೆ ನೃತಾ ಮಾಡಿ ಕನನ ಡ ರಾಜ್ಾ ೇತಸ ವದ ಸಡಗರವನ್ನನ ಹೆಚಿಿ ಸಿದರು. ಈ
ಸಂಭ್ರ ಮಕೆ್ಕ ಸಾಕಿಿಯಾದ ಮುಖ್ಾ ಅತಿಥಿಯವರಾದ ಶ್ರ ೇಯುತ ನಿಷ್ಠಠ ರುದರ ಪ್ಪ

ನವರು “ ಜಿಂದಲ್ ಎಿಂದರೆ ಕೇವಲ ಕಬ್ಬಬ ಣ್ದ ಕೈಗಾರಿಕ್ಕಯಲಿ , ಇಲಿ್ಲ ಸಾಹಿತಾ

ಕೃಷ್ಠಯ ಅಭಿರುಚಿಯು ಇದೆ” ಎಿಂದು ತಮಮ ಮ್ಮಚಿ್ಚ ಗೆಯ ಮಾತುಗಳನ್ನನ

ವಾ ಕಾ ಪ್ಡಿಸಿದರು. ಕನೆಯಾದಾಗಿ ನಮಮ ಶಾಲೆಯ ೯ನೇ ತರಗತಿ ವಿದಾಾ ಥಿಿನಿ ನಿಧಿ

ಂತದರ್ನಪ್ಿಣೆಯನ್ನನ ಮಾಡುವ ಮೂಲಕ ಸಂಭ್ರ ದ ಕಾಯಿಕರ ಮಕೆ್ಕ ವಿದಾಯ

ಹೇಳಿದರು.

Click on the below YouTube link to view the programme:

https://youtu.be/BvDZAcJTLLY

https://youtu.be/BvDZAcJTLLY


Glimpses of Karnataka Vaibhav



DIWALI CELEBRATION  

KG Section 

During the Diwali Celebration, the KG kids learnt how to make

diya and how to overcome the darkness by lightning diya.

Explanation was also given by narrating the story behind the

celebration of Diwali.



CELEBRATION OF BROWN COLOUR DAY & CHILDREN’S DAY



JVM FEST
One of the most awaited annual events, JVM Fest, was

hosted with vigour and joy, on 13th and 14th of November

2021. It was a quick plan, systematically executed by the

co-operation of all the stake holders and especially our

Student Council Body. Rain disturbed the agenda but we

had an alternate plan, just in time. The event began with

the mark of respect by NCC Cadets, followed by

inauguration of the fest by the chief guest Mr. R L Singh.

The celebration of Karnataka Vaibhav made the stage

bright and colourful. Spectrum of food stalls made the

mouths water.On November 14th 2021 JVM Fest

continued with same zeal and enthusiasm, after paying

tribute to Pandit Nehru, to commemorate the Children’s

Day. An enlightening speech by the student was followed

by the Principal’s address on the auspicious occasion.

Yummy food stalls, Talent show, Tambola, Magic Show,

Scary house and Music Band enchanted everyone and

made the Fest memorable. Talent Show gave the budding

stars an opportunity to showcase their talents.



Inauguration of JV M Fest on 13 th November by 

Mr.L R Singh, COO, Vijayanagar Steel Works.





Lucky Draw





As a humane gesture, Lucky Draw was

organized and the collection would be utilized

to help education of girl child and COVID

affected families. The event was a grand

success and the support of Township admin,

JVMites, Sponsors, Best Stalls, Student

Council Body, NCC Cadets and other

volunteers were felicitated. The whole JVM

family rejoiced the moments of JVM Fest with

the Jindal Community, and these beautiful

moments would be cherished for more days to

come in future.

Festivals are the ideal occasions, to break the

monotonous schedules and JVM Fest is a best

example.

Key take away: The most beautiful things in

life are not things. They’re people and places;

memories and moments; and smiles and

laughter.



Blessings of the Almighty 
The Aashirwad Pooja & Havan Ceremony was

organised on 25th November, 2021 to seek grace and

choicest blessings of the Almighty for the students of

classes X and XII who are appearing for their board

exam in the very near future. The ceremony was

performed religiously under the divine fervour and

spirituality. Our Principal madam, PTA Members of

class X and XII, Teachers of JVM and Inspire

Institute of Sports, Staff and students sat before the

Kunda and the mantras were recited.

The pooja ended with "Puran ahuti". The program was

concluded by distributing prasad to everyone.

It was an attempt to preserve the Indian culture, to

impart a sense of respect towards long established

traditions.





DIWALI – A NEW HOPE
We have started coming to school after a long, tiring
break; just in time to celebrate the festival of lights.
Diwali 2021 was a really memorable occasion;
remarkably because of the reopening of school for all
students was planned. The extended wait of little
children resulted in an eagerly awaited school schedule.
School became energetic as more class rooms are active
and more students came in.

Getting a leave which was not due to any disasters like
global pandemics was quite refreshing. A strong ray of
joy and hope strengthened every heart and mind, giving
the confidence and courage. We could enjoy this special
day with lights, sweets and heart full of joy, safely and
securely.

Thanking the Almighty for all the blessings, let us all
march ahead with new hope.

Let the lights of DIWALI glow pleasantly forever!!!

Jelin Wincilla, 9F



THE STOLEN EVE

13th and 14th of November were holiday,

Hurray, it’s Children's Day.

Our Principal had planned a homecoming,

Where we all had been gathering.

Our teachers and friends had kept many stalls,

They also sold those things which were showcased in big malls.

The most memorable moment was the scary house,

In the entrance itself we got frightened like mice and mouse.

This homecoming had a magnificent magic show,

His magic tricks made us literally to lean and bow.

There were yum foods like chats, snacks and cake,

We all loved to have such a wonderful break.

Lovely mams and sirs had also called a rocking band,

Their melodious music made us to leave and our chairs and stand.

At last, we had a stunning lucky draw,

Winning this was, way more harder than learning science law.

There were many surprises which we got,

And we enjoyed our children’s day fest a lot.

-Amogh Sastry, 7A



Hobby Clubs
‘Tell me and I will forget; 

Show me and I may remember; 

involve me and I learn’

-Benjamin Franklin
To nurture the interest of students in various subjects, to

capture their attention, to involve them and provide a

platform to bring out the best in them, hobby clubs play a

tremendous role. The involvement and performance of

students in various hobby clubs were amazing and some

memorable glimpses are presented in following pages.



LITERARY CLUB

 " To journey into realm of literary art that 

shapes the inner self, nurture the creative thirst 

and sculpts the raw potential of ignited 

minds."

 The literary club of Jindal Vidya Mandir 

functions with the overt aim to develop the 

imaginative views of students by encouraging 

them to give free expression to their ideas 

through various literary forms.



Activities



Literary club divided into 4 categories 

and were given various activities in 

the month of october 2021. Gallery 

day was conducted on 30th october, 

which made students to exhibit their 

works.

Activities



Business Club

The Business Club 
introduced an interesting 

activity : 

‘Launch Your Product’. The

objective was ‘Advertisement

of self product with Tag

Line, Logo, Trade Mark,

Labeling, Branding’.

Students recorded a video of

5 minutes and presented on

the gallery day.



SCIENCE CLUB 

Various activities were conducted under

science club in the month of October.

Students participated with enthusiasm.

Different activities were proposed for

students of various segments.

Students of segment 1 studied the things

used to clean our body. Students of segment

2 (Class 3-5) were guided to make a model of

respiratory system, while elder students made

natural Acid Base indicator.







DANCE CLUB

With a broad topic “Folk Dance”, children were

given wide option to choose any folk song and

compose their own steps.

Photos and videos were presented on the gallery day,

in the proper costume of the culture. Different states

were represented by the students enthusiastically.

The second activity

of dance club

encouraged the

students to know

the life style of a

state by dancing to

the tune of the

music.



SEVABHAV CLUB

Alone we can do so little; together we can 

do so much".

Social work is an academic discipline and

practice -based profession that concerns

itself with individuals, families, groups,

communities, and society as a whole in an

effort to meet basic needs and enhance

social functioning, self-determination,

collective responsibility, optimal health,

and overall well-being. Students of

Sevabhav Club were encouraged to find

the joy of sharing and caring each other.







“An equation means nothing to me unless it 

expresses a thought of a God . 

Maths Club provides students an opportunity to
understand and internalize the basic
mathematical concepts through concrete objects
and situations. It also helps the students to
build interest and confidence in learning the
subject.

It enables the students to verify or discover
several geometrical properties and facts using
models or by paper cutting and folding
technique.

The gallery day exhibited the efforts of students
in various activities



Gallery of Activities
Comparison of Numbers                Concept of Ones and Tens



 Division Machine                                                                                                             

Measurements

 To Find Day Of Any Date        

Mandala Art



Skill Development Club

The Skill Development Club conducted various 

activities to enhance the creativity by planting the 

Bonsai plants,

Room and corner decoration , pot designing, best out 

of waste- making door mat using old sarees etc………….

Students presented their talents through 

their work on the gallery day 





ICT CLUB 

The second activity of ICT was to create a short cartoon
film on 'Awareness about Cyber Security'. Due to
pandemic situation, all the students had to attend online
classes as well as online exams. To create awareness
among students, about the online threats, ICT club had
taken this activity.

Cartoons were created with recorded voice and changing
expressions. For this activity, 3 apps were introduced -

1.Plotagon Story 

2.Toontastic 3D

3. MJOC2

Using these three apps students created a short cartoon 
film.

Students were surprised to use of this app and created a
cartoon film. They felt very interested to learn and apply
new technologies.

Watch the videos attached below to see the creativity and
expression of students.

Click on the below YouTube link to view the students activity:

• https://youtu.be/E5OiKbKdqBM

• https://youtu.be/Tgvgbkrqczw

https://youtu.be/E5OiKbKdqBM
https://youtu.be/Tgvgbkrqczw


Reader's delight is a group of students 

who read the books of their choice and meet 

together to discuss what they have read and share 

their review.

Readers’ delight will help students become strong 

readers by combining collaborating learning with 

student centered inquiry. Reader's delight help  

foster critical thinking and understand deeper 

meanings of literature.    

Reader's Delight

Reading- "A passport to countless adventures"





Bharat Scouts and Guides
Good will is God's will

Mrs Antima, with immense pleasure, received 'The Ranger Leader'
certificate of 'The Bharat Scouts and Guides' after the completion
of Basic course for Ranger Leader. There was a in-house training
program for seven days, at Kondajji Basappa Scout & Guide,
Davengere. To inculcate the service motto in the young minds,
'Duty to God, Duty to others and Duty to self', the training was
an intense motivation. The opportunity was open for all
government and private school or PU college of Karnataka
state.106 schools were represented by one or two teachers each.





Swirl Music 

Music acts like a magic key, to which the most tightly closed hearts 

open.- Maria von Trapp

Highlights:

• Working  on JVM anthem.

• Receiving audition videos by students for Voice of 

Vijayangar.

• Voice of Vijayanagar in the month of January.

• Newsletter by swirl.

Magic of Music: 

Tanvi –

UKG F
Lalith Sagar-

V -E
Harsh – UKG B Shreyas –



Spark plug and Master Class Report-August

Jindal Vidya Mandir 
Vidyanagara

.
Conglom

Conglom helps children to develop 

life skills. Setting tone is a thought 

provoking process which motivates 

the children to follow the learning.



CONGLOMS

With an 

overall aim of

improving the 

skills and 

concentration, 

various

congloms

were planned.





Tone: Life is colourful as Rainbow.



Topic: Word Building Through Pictures.



Topic  : Kanakadasaru

Objective: To Build Cultural Knowledge  in Children



Topic: Word Game, 

To Improve Vocabulary.



Topic : Brain Storming,

To Improve Thinking Skills.



Topic: To Make Paper Box.









Topic: Book balancing 

Topic: Story Telling 

It boosts their listening skills and enhances 

their communication skills of the children.



Topic : Come Back Feelings

Topic: Tying shoelace



Class III C

Tone : Life Is Beautiful, 

Balance It Properly……..



Class V A

Students had a challenging 

fun while they played ‘Hit The 

Pyramid’



Class V A

Topic : Basket Game



Class IV C



Students prepared 

Thank You cards for all 

who worked hard to 

make the Fest 

successful.

Tone: Be Thankful



Little children celebrated Kanaka dasa jayanthi. 

They learnt about equality and understood that in 

eye of lord everyone is equal.



Master class 

Masterclass was conducted by Mrs.Priyadarshini.D

on safe usage of Gadgets. It created an awareness

about the do’s and don’t's for the children.



SPARK PLUG 
Sparkplug Session was conducted by Miss Aadhya

of LKG-A. She shared how to make paper Lantern  

for Diwali celebration.



Spark plug session done by Vanya Sharma of LKG B. The 

voice modulation captured the attention and children 

enjoyed hearing the story of the ‘Lion and the Mouse’, 

from this little story teller.



Story telling CCA ROUND -4

participants and winners of story telling 



Winners of CCA Round IV

Story Telling – LKG  & UKG 



ACTIVITIES ON CONCEPTS 

2hours





ADVENTUROUS JOURNEY for IAYP

Practice Adventure Trip was organized for the participants of

IAYP bronze level programme. Adventure Trip is a part of the

IAYP award program and it would be carried out after

sufficient practice trips, beyond the school hours. This trip help

students gain confidence and experience to endure difficult

situations without giving up.

This practice trip was a journey for endurance test. It is a walk

for a distance of 5km, carrying the required back pack, of weight

3-5kg. They were supposed to carry all the things required for

the actual adventurous journey. Participants brought their back

pack equipped with a bedsheet, sanitizer, accessories, fruits, a

bottle of water, 2 vessels, a set of dress, plate, cup, spoon etc.



Evening at around 5pm, children started their

endurance test walk. It was conducted under the

guidance and supervision of the teachers trained as

award leaders. COVID safety norms were followed.

Students assembled in various locations, as per their

convenience, based on the instructions given by the

escort teachers. Students took about 2 hours time

duration to cover a distance of 5km.

This was the first practice journey and the award

participants would have a few more practice sessions

before going for the actual adventurous trip.



CATC 2021-22

UNITY, FAITH AND DISCIPLINE is
what makes a disparate crowd a
nation!

20 cadets of B certificate had
attended a 10 days camp from
8th of November till 17th of
November. There were approx.-
imately 12 colleges from
different parts of Karnataka.

We learnt a lot in this camp as it
had many activities like sahaj
yoga, drills, cultural events, 0.22
rifle shooting, morning PT and
bada khana each having its own
importance.

JVM cadets were also given the
opportunity of decorating
boards, serving food and writing
certificates and were also
claimed as the best and the most
disciplined school among the all
the 12 colleges.



A daily routine of a cadet was to wake early, PT till 7:10am,
breakfast, drill, lunch, rest, theory class, snacks break,
cultural programme, dinner and the lights off.

LOAD, AIM, FIRE! Is not just a command but a blessing.
All the cadets were given 3 ammunition and then were given
the scores. 14th NOVEMBER was surely the most
memorable day for all the CATC cadets as we were given the
opportunity to fire and we were introduced to our LT. COL-
PIYUSH KRISHNA Sir…..and after firing we also got the
surprise of chocolates and ice creams and last but never the
least the bada khana and all of these together surely made
our day one of the most precious, memorable day.

The life we lead during our NCC camp is definitely not an
easy life but still we never felt bored there. The life of 10 days
is the life full of adventure and courage.



CHARITY BOX

You should not delay the good things in life.

Just do them. Whenever you get a chance to

do spiritual practice/ seva, don’t miss it.

We make living by what we get but we make a life

by what we give. As an act of kindness, money

collected by students of Jindal Vidya Mandir,

Vidyanagar was donated to National Foundation

for Harmony.



BEST WISHES…
‘Challenge Yourself: it’s the only path that which leads

to growth’ - Morgan Freeman

Challenges bring the best out of us. Challenges are the

opportunity to show how well we can perform. For

students, Exams are such challenges giving all the

students wonderful opportunity.

The CBSE board decided to have set of board exams for

Term I for students of Class X and XII. With a complete

set of objective questions, Teachers and Students were

oriented to the new pattern of using OMR sheets.

Preboard Exams were conducted to give practice and

confidence to the students.



It was a great blessing for our students that our school was selected

as centre for this Board Exam. About 320 students of Class X and

125 students of Class XII were accommodated in various classes

following all the COVID norms. 105 Students of Sri Sailesha

school came to Vidyanagar to appear for the Board Exams.

Tight was the security and online went for all other classes for this

purpose. We feel proud that Our Principal Ma’am, Mrs. Ishwari K

Sharma, is appointed as City Co-Ordinator for all the CBSE schools

of Ballari District.

With many more miles stones to go, our wishes, blessings and

prayers for all the budding citizens to do their best!!!



Safety for Students
To ensure safety of the students, our school was

assessed for the fire safety by an external agency,

Bureau Veritas Team. Audit experts Mr Syed

and Mr Abhinandan came personally to the

school campus and assessed for fire safety.



ATHLETIC ACHIEVEMENTS

DAA (District Athletic Association) Bellary
conducted selection for National championship
for Under 14 & Under 16 categories. District
level selection for Under 12 age group was also
conducted. Participants assembled at Bellary
stadium on 14/11/2021. The following students
of our school secured gold and silver medals in
this competition.

Under 12 age group

1. Saakshi V. Katarki- 60 m. (First place)

2. Saakshi V. Katarki- long jump (First place)

3. Kunal Singh. 60 m (First place)

Under 16 age group.

1. Janvi- long jump (Second place).

PET Vishwaradhya Katarki



PROUD MOMENTS



It was a happy moment to receive the 

honorary doctorate from Asia Vedic 

University, Hosur, Tamil Nadu, in the 

field of Kannada literature. 25 members 

from all over India were selected to 

receive the honor

Achievement



SPOTLIGHT STUDENT

Miss. Vaanya

Sharma 

LKG B

She conducted 

Sparkplug 

session on Story 

Telling

Miss Aadhya

Sujay

LKG A

She  

conducted

Sparkplug 

session on 

making 

Lantern



Upcoming Jubilation

• Periodic Test II for classes  1 to 8 

• Parent Teacher Meet - V 

• National Mathematics Day

• Sports Day

• Farmer's Day

• Christmas Celebration 

• Birthday of Poet Kuvempu -

Jnanapeeta Awardee



“The truest wisdom is a resolute determination”

Thank you


